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Q2 If the sale of marijuana is allowed in
Oregon City, where should it be allowed?

Answered: 157 Skipped: 10

# Responses Date

1 Same rules as for tobacco 3/31/2016 3:33 PM

2 Anywhere zoned for Normal businessed 3/31/2016 3:25 PM

3 City limits. Away from schools. 3/31/2016 3:22 PM

4 I am not in favor of marijuana being grown, processed and sold in Oregon City, HOWEVER, if sales must take place
in Oregon City -- Industrial/light industrial, outer edge of city. No closer than 5 city blocks from any school (or place of
worship preferably). Next to County Buildings on Beavercreek Rd.

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

5 I prefer to keep these businesses confined to a specialized area. Possibly on South Agnes Ave 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

6 the sale of marijuana should not be allowed in Oregon City. 3/31/2016 12:57 PM

7 Industrial 3/31/2016 11:38 AM

8 It shouldn't be allowed. 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

9 Not at all----please prohibit mj sales in Oregon City 3/31/2016 10:49 AM

10 Personal property only. 3/31/2016 10:22 AM

11 Commercial Retail areas 3/31/2016 10:20 AM

12 Industrial zone only. 3/31/2016 10:00 AM

13 Only in licensed, designated dispensaries. 3/31/2016 9:17 AM

14 Away from schools and other places where youth congregate. 3/31/2016 8:58 AM

15 NOT around parks, downtown, or schools. 3/31/2016 8:45 AM

16 At least 5 miles away from any school, park, or other public place where children are likely to be. 3/31/2016 8:29 AM

17 In authorized stores 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

18 By the bars. Not next to shops stores or centers. 3/30/2016 9:59 PM

19 Anywhere that cigarettes and alcohol are sold. 3/30/2016 9:14 PM

20 No where! 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

21 Nowhere 3/30/2016 8:37 PM

22 Downtown 3/30/2016 8:35 PM

23 Nowhere! As a someone who was raised in, lives in, teaches in and has children attending schools in Oregon City, I
am frustrated by the fact that this is even being considered! The City Council has ruined up so many opportunities to
have tax based businesses such as Cabela's but it is willing to consider the sale of marijuana? So disappointing.

3/30/2016 8:25 PM

24 Not allowed. 3/30/2016 7:43 PM

25 In an area with visibility, such as Main St or Molalla Ave 3/30/2016 7:41 PM

26 Downtown 3/30/2016 7:25 PM

27 Right next to the police station 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

28 It should not be allowed in Oregon City 3/30/2016 6:47 PM

29 In any of the currant business areas. 3/30/2016 6:38 PM

30 Within the business district, downtown would be the right area. 3/30/2016 6:36 PM

31 Outside of Main St. Hill top, or along other corridors would be fine. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

32 Not Near schools, day care facilities, churches and places frequented by families and children. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM
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33 Before this question can be addressed the question should be how will the City respond to the smell of smoke from
this product

3/30/2016 4:59 PM

34 Not near k-8 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

35 Commercially available properties not close to schools. 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

36 Where businesses are. 3/30/2016 4:46 PM

37 Business zones 3/30/2016 3:39 PM

38 In downtown shops, in strip malls, wherever there is foot traffic or other shopping. 3/30/2016 3:35 PM

39 It should only be allowed on the outskirts of town and not anywhere near homes, schools or businesses. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

40 In commercial zones 3/30/2016 3:17 PM

41 In regulated shops away from schools. 3/30/2016 1:28 PM

42 Commercial or industrial areas away from residential neighborhoods and schools, if we are stuck with having it at all. 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

43 Only private residences. Not outside in yards. The smell shouldn't be public. 3/30/2016 12:45 PM

44 Any area that allows the sale of alcohol in any form. 3/30/2016 12:41 PM

45 The property accross Beavercreek road from fred meyers in the lot for sale. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

46 In licensed, designated stores for the sales of marijuana only or in conjunction with liquor stores (keeping it away from
minors)

3/30/2016 12:33 PM

47 no 3/30/2016 12:14 PM

48 Downtown or along Molalla Ave. 3/30/2016 11:52 AM

49 A single dispensory, but I cannot think of a specific location. I hope it is not allowed anywhere. 3/30/2016 11:41 AM

50 Nowhere. 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

51 Where ever alcohol is allowed to be sold. 3/30/2016 11:33 AM

52 Not allowed at all. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

53 Main street across from the court house and away from any schools or other things involving children or minors. 3/30/2016 11:19 AM

54 away from schools 3/30/2016 11:18 AM

55 areas that are zoned for business 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

56 Inside a building rather than out in public say during a farmers market. The building should be only related to the sale
of marijuana and related products and minors not allowed in.

3/30/2016 11:07 AM

57 It should NOT be allowed 3/30/2016 11:05 AM

58 Nowhere 3/30/2016 10:55 AM

59 downtown business area 3/30/2016 10:40 AM

60 The sale of marijuana should be limited to the downtown. Limiting the sale of marijuana to the downtown would drive
more traffic downtown. To be a truly viable suburb of Portland workers, a vibrant downtown is needed. Creating more
pedestrian, and shopping traffic downtown is essential. Therefore, limiting the sale of marijuana to downtown Oregon
City would benefit the city in drawing Portland workers to reside here.

3/30/2016 10:01 AM

61 No where 3/30/2016 9:23 AM

62 I do not think it should be allowed. 3/30/2016 8:43 AM

63 No where 3/30/2016 8:21 AM

64 Not in Oregon City 3/30/2016 8:19 AM

65 No 3/30/2016 8:17 AM

66 Downtown somewhere. 3/30/2016 8:13 AM

67 It shouldn't be allowed! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

68 205/213 area. Away from schools 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

69 Maybe downtown away from homes and schools 3/30/2016 7:13 AM
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70 should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM

71 Nowhere 3/30/2016 6:54 AM

72 Main St 3/30/2016 6:29 AM

73 Not close to schools or parks. 3/30/2016 5:47 AM

74 Should not be allowed. 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

75 any were 3/30/2016 4:03 AM

76 Any business area. 3/30/2016 2:02 AM

77 Next to the police station. 3/30/2016 1:13 AM

78 Anywhere. 3/29/2016 11:15 PM

79 DOWNTOWN BUSINESS DISTRICT ONLY 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

80 I would prefer such sales not be permitted. Stores selling marijuana should not be near schools, businesses that cater
to those under 21, residential neighborhoods,shopping areas.

3/29/2016 8:25 PM

81 No where. 3/29/2016 8:09 PM

82 Where adults would normally congregate. Not near schools. 3/29/2016 8:01 PM

83 Molalla Corridor, Beavercreek Rd, Around landfill site, preferably not downtown - would take up space that could be
restaurants or specialty boutiques.

3/29/2016 6:47 PM

84 In a pharmacy; at the police station; a well lit, visihble area 3/29/2016 6:37 PM

85 Anywhere normal businesses are allowed. 3/29/2016 5:37 PM

86 Should not be allowed. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM

87 In business districts. 3/29/2016 4:31 PM

88 on the edge of the city 3/29/2016 3:34 PM

89 Hilltop or downtown 3/29/2016 3:10 PM

90 industrial area 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

91 Downtown Oregon city only 3/29/2016 2:57 PM

92 In buildings zoned for businesses 3/29/2016 2:45 PM

93 Not on every street corner or around schools. It needs to be in business that away from them 3/29/2016 2:42 PM

94 at the police station 3/29/2016 2:31 PM

95 Low accessibility to children and teenagers! 3/29/2016 2:11 PM

96 Oregon City will be a much better community if it continues to NOT be allowed. However, if it is allowed, locations
should be placed 3,000 feet from schools, libraries, daycare, mental health centers, churches, pediatric centers, public
parks, arcades, and any other family sensitive area.

3/29/2016 2:10 PM

97 probably only 1 or 2 shops and they could be in the business areas, not residential areas. 3/29/2016 2:05 PM

98 Not on Main street. Red Soils area 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

99 I think should it be allowed on the out skirts of the city limits so it is not around commonly used stores and sites youth
would visit so they wouldn't be able to associate with it.

3/29/2016 1:56 PM

100 nowhere 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

101 Not in Oregon city 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

102 By the police station 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

103 Commercially zoned areas 3/29/2016 1:50 PM

104 away from schools 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

105 Should not be allowed. 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

106 Strip mall 3/29/2016 1:48 PM
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107 Nowhere near a park or school. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

108 Away from schools somewhat (are liquor stores regulated this way? If not, no restrictions in location needed) but other
than that...

3/29/2016 1:46 PM

109 In a 21 and older facility only, or store. Not on a main street or thoroughfare, where children might "stumble" into a
store or might be tempted to think its the "norm".

3/29/2016 1:46 PM

110 Commercial districts 3/29/2016 1:42 PM

111 In designated stores 3/29/2016 1:39 PM

112 It should not be allowed, the moratorium on marijuana businesses should become permanent. 3/29/2016 1:36 PM

113 Follow the guidelines set by Clackamas County. They've got a superior handle on this in my opinion. 3/29/2016 1:25 PM

114 Hope not, but if so only in established business areas that are easily policed; Molalla Ave 3/29/2016 12:00 PM

115 in non-residential areas, removed from any businesses that provide services to children. 3/29/2016 11:28 AM

116 It should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

117 It should not be allowed 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

118 anywhere 3/29/2016 10:35 AM

119 Not at all 3/29/2016 10:19 AM

120 Any open retail business property. 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

121 Any business area, main Street. 3/27/2016 8:55 PM

122 The libertarian in me says it should be allowed anywhere, but I'd really hate for it to be located in the reviving old
down town area because that area is becoming so classy. When I look at the locations of pot shops in PDX, they don't
contribute to a classy culture. And so I feel like it would be detrimental to the revival of old down town, which is a
location of really great opportunity for OC's future.

3/27/2016 7:53 AM

123 No where 3/25/2016 4:07 PM

124 No where 3/25/2016 10:23 AM

125 Anywhere currently zoned for commercial/retail use, as long as proximity to schools does not conflict with state law. 3/25/2016 10:17 AM

126 Same zoning as bars and liquor stores 3/25/2016 10:05 AM

127 It should not be allowed. There are so many existing dispensary in nearby communities.. we don't need another in
OC!

3/25/2016 7:29 AM

128 Anywhere. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

129 Anywhere, with the exception of at least 3000 feet from schools. 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

130 Anywhere a liquor-store might be allowed. 3/24/2016 8:09 PM

131 NOWHERE EVER!!!! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

132 Should NOT be allowed anywhere. 3/24/2016 7:15 PM

133 Oc point or bimart area. 3/24/2016 7:10 PM

134 No where near schools, neighborhoods, churches. Maybe similar to how liquor stores situated. 3/24/2016 7:09 PM

135 On properties zoned for commercial use that are located outside of drug free school zones. 3/24/2016 6:54 PM

136 Outside the historic district and far away from downtown 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

137 Away from anywhere children are regularly present. 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

138 Anywhere an Liquor store is. 3/24/2016 4:48 PM

139 At a dispensary 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

140 Main Street 3/24/2016 4:30 PM

141 Anywhere a typical retail business would be allowed that sells cigarettes or alcohol. 3/24/2016 4:26 PM

142 Anywhere and Everywhere. 3/24/2016 4:19 PM

143 Only in retail areas that are not near schools and away from places that minors frequent 3/24/2016 1:59 PM
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144 In limited locations. 3/24/2016 10:17 AM

145 I don't want to see it anywhere in the city. BUT If it does, I think we should be as strict with it as we are with alcohol. If
we only have 1 liquor store, we should only have 1 dispensary.

3/24/2016 8:44 AM

146 Industrial zoning areas. As far from residential areas as possible. 3/24/2016 5:56 AM

147 Commercial zones only 3/23/2016 5:20 PM

148 nowhere 3/23/2016 5:08 PM

149 Near hospitals and pharmacies. 3/23/2016 5:01 PM

150 7th St. corridor, Molalla Ave, Beavercreek Rd - existing commercial corridors 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

151 On any privately held property that is zoned in a manner suitable for a commercial business. 3/17/2016 9:30 AM

152 Same as alcohol. 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

153 Not in my neighborhood. Don't allow the sale of marijuana in Oregon City. 3/14/2016 11:38 AM

154 Should not be allowed! 3/11/2016 5:38 PM

155 Please, not in residential neighborhoods. I think we should treat it just like alcohol, even more so. For instance, the
little 'barrel store' on High Street, owned by Simon and his family, would never make it without selling all that cheap
mixed wine and beer....and most of the individuals that purchase it there leave their garbage and cans and bottles on
the Promenade! So we don't need people being able to purchase marijuana nearby where people actually are living
and raising their families, and then smoking in our public parks, leaving their paraphernalia behind in the park (and
also smelling up the park air!). Waterboard Park is already getting stinky with people smoking marijuana off the trail up
on the rocks.

3/11/2016 3:54 PM

156 8th and Main St. 3/11/2016 3:04 PM

157 Not in public places like "Saturday Markets" 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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Q3 Is there anything the City should
consider when deciding where marijuana

sales should occur?
Answered: 151 Skipped: 16

# Responses Date

1 Same rules as for tobacco 3/31/2016 3:33 PM

2 Schools and children 3/31/2016 3:22 PM

3 DO NOT allow them to locate within 4-5 blocks of any schools (or places of worship preferably) or within our improving
Downtown district or 7th Street Corridor. I would imagine neighborhoods would prefer not to have them locate there
either if the zoning currently allows for mixed use. No more than 1-2 sales establishments in our city.

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

4 Away from any current or future urban renewal projects and nowhere within 2 miles of any school, daycare, park, etc... 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

5 5 or more miles away from where children frequent (schools, parks, theatre) 3/31/2016 12:57 PM

6 Yes Public business that families go to , schools, anything involving children 3/31/2016 11:38 AM

7 Away from schools, parks, community centers, anything targeting youths 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

8 Please consider access and visibility to children and teens. 3/31/2016 10:49 AM

9 Away from schools. 3/31/2016 10:22 AM

10 Hours, location, Avoid the 'candy' type products. 3/31/2016 10:20 AM

11 Consider the impact to families, odor, traffic and security dangers associated with drug sales and cash only business. 3/31/2016 10:00 AM

12 The location-not near schools, parks, or neighborhoods. 3/31/2016 9:17 AM

13 Don't pack them into one area (like Sandy blvd in Portland) spread them out. 3/31/2016 8:58 AM

14 Do not want a lot of publicity or walking traffic where people could just wander in. Somewhere other than high traffic
areas.

3/31/2016 8:45 AM

15 Keep it away from schools, preschools, and parks. 3/31/2016 8:35 AM

16 Marijuana is still considered illegal by the Federal Government. Perhaps the only locations should be near the police
department or court house.

3/31/2016 8:29 AM

17 It should have the same requirements as liquor stores. It should not be next to a school. 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

18 Not allowing to be sold in city limits 3/30/2016 9:51 PM

19 No, it's a legal enterprise, just like any other. 3/30/2016 9:14 PM

20 You should consider this community already has problems....this would only diminish the situation. 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

21 It should be banned 3/30/2016 8:37 PM

22 The state law 3/30/2016 8:35 PM

23 As far away from Oregon City as possible. We are a small community with too many locations near schools. 3/30/2016 8:25 PM

24 Of course ..... to what 'benefit' is the selling of marijuana to Oregon City? 3/30/2016 7:43 PM

25 Think of the revenue it will most definitely generate. 3/30/2016 7:41 PM

26 Away from parks and children 3/30/2016 7:25 PM

27 I think following the liquor store hours would be a good place to start. 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

28 It should not be allowed in Oregon City. IF it gets allowed, then sales should not be located near any schools, public
buildings, library, other established businesses, restaurants theater, grocery stores, etc.

3/30/2016 6:47 PM

29 Suitable parking. 3/30/2016 6:38 PM

30 Regulating business hours Monitoring clients for legal age restrictions 3/30/2016 6:36 PM
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31 Not really. 3/30/2016 6:28 PM

32 Not near schools would be my first choice. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

33 Not near schools, day care facilities, churches and places frequented by families and children. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM

34 What recourse do neighbors have if a decision is made to sell next to their residence or place of employment 3/30/2016 4:59 PM

35 Yes, not near schools, day care facilities. 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

36 Not near a school. 3/30/2016 4:46 PM

37 The only thing I would like the city to consider is the amount of revenue this would bring. Colorado and Oregon have
brought in millions (the first year, billions) of dollars in taxes. That amount of money could be put to great use in
updating and maintaining parks, schools, the library, the community pool, the possibilities are truly endless. Look at
how much money bars, liquor sales, and Oregon Lottery bring in. Marijuana shouldn't be treated any differently than
alcohol or gambling.

3/30/2016 3:35 PM

38 Same as above. Not near schools, homes or businesses. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

39 Similar to siting other retail businesses, except that these and tobacco retailers should not be allowed within 500 or
1000 feet of any schools.

3/30/2016 3:17 PM

40 Schools, bars and places that sale alcohol. 3/30/2016 1:28 PM

41 Away from schools. 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

42 Near bars 3/30/2016 12:45 PM

43 Near to the smoke shop businesses, like House of Pipes. 3/30/2016 12:41 PM

44 Not near schools, daycare, high density residential. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

45 There needs to be a licensing and compliance unit to monitor 3/30/2016 12:33 PM

46 Do not allow sales, it will go off records anyway to children and teens, so it will have a long lasting impact we will not
be able to reverse later

3/30/2016 12:14 PM

47 Shouldn't be too close to schools or residences, a couple blocks separation. 3/30/2016 11:52 AM

48 Where a church is located and anywhere near where children congregate should be forbidden. 3/30/2016 11:41 AM

49 Consider banning it within city limits 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

50 Away from schools or child recreation centers. 3/30/2016 11:33 AM

51 Far away from our children. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

52 Not in neighborhoods not close to schools or anywhere there are youth activities.now 3/30/2016 11:19 AM

53 how close schools are 3/30/2016 11:18 AM

54 not residential areas please 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

55 Distance from schools or other sensitive locations (i.e. rehab centers). 3/30/2016 11:07 AM

56 They should not occur in Oregon City 3/30/2016 11:05 AM

57 where schools and treatment programs are located 3/30/2016 10:40 AM

58 Enhancing the downtown, and promoting a safe environment for minors should be the most important factors in
deciding where marijuana sales should occur. Sales in the downtown would enhance that area, and there are no
schools and limited residents in that area.

3/30/2016 10:01 AM

59 We have enough crime in our city. Marijuana use alters common sense thought process. Why would you want to
increase the potential for more crime by inviting 'pot' users into our city.

3/30/2016 9:23 AM

60 The city should consider traffic, tourism, clientele, crime statistics, and schools. 3/30/2016 8:43 AM

61 It has no value it ruins peoples motivation levels and it also can cause depression, paranoia, and schizophrenia. Take
the thc out if you want it for epilepsy

3/30/2016 8:21 AM

62 Yes, more crime. More driving under the influence. More people who are socially sketchy. Etc...,, 3/30/2016 8:19 AM

63 You should consider that there are locations in Portland and Milwaukie and we dont need one here. 3/30/2016 8:17 AM

64 Not near any schools or residential neighborhoods 3/30/2016 8:13 AM
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65 It shouldn't be allowed! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

66 Min of 5 miles from schools 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

67 Yes, I voted no so I want is as far away from kids and families as possible. Nothing positive except hopefully tax
revenue comes from people smoking dope unless it's for true medical reasons.

3/30/2016 7:13 AM

68 should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM

69 Happy Rock (Gladstone) already has weed stores, people can go there. 3/30/2016 6:54 AM

70 Consider the effect it will have on kids if it's near the residential area as it will bring in the riff Raff of thieves and
addicts.

3/30/2016 6:29 AM

71 The obvious is location and how it could effect other businesses and traffic 3/30/2016 5:47 AM

72 Sales should be banned 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

73 Distance from schools, daycare facilities, playgrounds 3/30/2016 4:15 AM

74 Not with in 5 or 6 blocks of a school. 3/30/2016 2:02 AM

75 Away from schools, anywhere that children are present. 3/30/2016 1:13 AM

76 No. The proximity to schools has nothing to do with whether or not youths will buy it. 3/29/2016 11:15 PM

77 Should occur where it can be monitored easily! 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

78 What are the benefits/drawbacks to such sales. 3/29/2016 8:25 PM

79 What kind of people it will draw. Spike in crime, in or around the premises. 3/29/2016 8:09 PM

80 Safety of patrons and those located nearby. 3/29/2016 8:01 PM

81 hours of operation; 3/29/2016 6:37 PM

82 No sales allowed. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM

83 Be fair to people trying to operate a legal, legitimate business--cause it's already happening underground anyway. 3/29/2016 4:31 PM

84 Not on Main street or near schools add a tax 3/29/2016 3:34 PM

85 No marijuana dispensaries are safe it's the black market we need to worry about 3/29/2016 3:10 PM

86 Livability; clientele near establishments; minors frequenting area 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

87 Children - business - churches 3/29/2016 2:57 PM

88 Not by schools 3/29/2016 2:42 PM

89 Where there are marijuana sales there will be mobs of drug addicts, shady people, transactions involving other drugs,
and people driving while intoxicated.

3/29/2016 2:31 PM

90 Inaccessibility to children and youth. Is it avoidable by citizens that don't support the sales? 3/29/2016 2:11 PM

91 Think about how close we already are to a number of retail facilities in Clackamas County and Portland. Because it is
now legal for people to produce in their own homes and to share non-commercially with friends, there is limited need
for retail outlets. Advertising and storefront signage should also be taken into account. The effect of seeing retail
marijuana outlets on young people should not be underestimated. If it becomes a normal thing to see, then kids are
going to consider it less of a 'big deal' if they decide to use it. Oregon City still has a special character about it, and
allowing marijuana outlets in will definitely have an impact on that.

3/29/2016 2:10 PM

92 Think of all the taxes those people are paying and remember that they are running a legitimate business just like
anyone else. The hoops they have to jump through are a lot tougher than most and the taxes are a lot higher than
other businesses too.

3/29/2016 2:05 PM

93 Not in area of high children traffic. Keeping away from area populated by bars/alcohol establishments. 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

94 Yes, they need to be aware of all the schools, grocery stores and spots youth frequent to not put up a marijuana shop
near any of those areas.

3/29/2016 1:56 PM

95 how it could affect the users 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

96 Proximity to schools, parks, and playgrounds or anywhere children may hang out 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

97 location to churches, schools, parks and anywhere kids will be 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

98 Any where 3/29/2016 1:50 PM
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99 same as liquor 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

100 Yes. Consider what you want for our youth: to be in a healthy community that supports the greatest chance for their
success, or not.

3/29/2016 1:49 PM

101 Proximity to schools and day care. Not too close. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

102 Yes! The sales should not be in or near pedestrian traffic or near schools/parks where children are present. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

103 What are sales of liquor regulations? Should be the same thing. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

104 Keep it off the main streets! Keep it out of the line of sight from minors. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

105 Establishments should not be located near schools and parks 3/29/2016 1:42 PM

106 Great way to tax and get more money for cities 3/29/2016 1:39 PM

107 There should be no sales of medicinal or recreational marijuana allowed in Oregon City. 3/29/2016 1:36 PM

108 ..follow the County 3/29/2016 1:25 PM

109 All the current regulations re: businesses Access, Parking, Signage 3/29/2016 12:00 PM

110 The possible effect on the neighborhood, traffic and loitering issues. 3/29/2016 11:28 AM

111 No, it should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

112 Do not allow it 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

113 away from schools 3/29/2016 10:35 AM

114 No. 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

115 Any business area 3/27/2016 8:55 PM

116 I would like it to consider an ordinance on the aesthetics of dispensaries. Again, in PDX, they're often these obnoxious
bright green eye-sores. Though I hate pot, I'm all for legalized sale. But I want the dispensaries to positively contribute
not only economically to an area, but also culturally. The giant eye-sore stores look like porn shops, and that's not an
aesthetic I want to see popping up all over OC.

3/27/2016 7:53 AM

117 Not near schools or churches 3/25/2016 4:07 PM

118 Location to places frequented by family and children. 3/25/2016 10:23 AM

119 Probably don't want it right next to a rehab center. 3/25/2016 10:17 AM

120 Same as other adult recreation sites 3/25/2016 10:05 AM

121 Increased crime. DUII. Minor marijuana use. DONT DO IT. 3/25/2016 7:29 AM

122 How it will impact the medical cannabis patients accessibility to their medication. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

123 Proximity to schools 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

124 Nothing more than those factors considered when and where liquor sales might occur. 3/24/2016 8:09 PM

125 NOWHERE EVER! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

126 Should NOT be allowed. 3/24/2016 7:15 PM

127 Away from day care centers 3/24/2016 7:10 PM

128 We don't need 50 of them in OC. Whenever you drive through PDX they are EVERYWHERE. I really think it would
detract from all the hard work that has been done over the years to elevate the livability if there is a giant green cross
or marijuana sign on every block.

3/24/2016 7:09 PM

129 Proximity to other businesses or areas in which attract an underage clientele. 3/24/2016 6:54 PM

130 Keep it away from schools - surrounding business may leave. 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

131 Increase of other crimes, transient traffic, low life people hangin around our community, second hand contact to the
public when people smoke it around me or my kids, increased traffic issues of people driving while under the
influence.

3/24/2016 5:17 PM

132 Yes, not near schools. 3/24/2016 4:48 PM

133 School districts and neighborhoods 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

134 Distance from schools 3/24/2016 4:30 PM
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135 No. 3/24/2016 4:26 PM

136 No, do not put any regulations in place 3/24/2016 4:19 PM

137 Not to have them in discreet locations 3/24/2016 1:59 PM

138 No where near schools, Library, pool, parks, etc. Maybe near the Police Department, so they can keep an eye on it. I
don't know, this is a really hard topic.

3/24/2016 10:17 AM

139 They should hide it from street views on main roads. I don't think citizens should have to see a giant green cross
everywhere we drive now, especially when against it.

3/24/2016 8:44 AM

140 Children 3/24/2016 5:56 AM

141 Avoid schools, and places where kids under 18 gather, Movie theators, school, libraries, public pools, etc. 3/23/2016 5:20 PM

142 impact on schools. No sales within 1 mile of any school (public or private) 3/23/2016 5:08 PM

143 Schools, growing odors, late night hours/sales affecting neighbors 3/23/2016 5:01 PM

144 As per licensing requirements with buffers from schools, day-care etc. 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

145 The City should consider how other commercial businesses are treated, and treat marijuana businesses consistent
with that.

3/17/2016 9:30 AM

146 Same as alcohol 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

147 Schools, churches, not being close to family neighborhoods. 3/14/2016 11:38 AM

148 Don't allow. 3/11/2016 5:38 PM

149 see above. we also need signs, upfront and clear, in our parks, about no alcohol or marijuana. 3/11/2016 3:54 PM

150 Crime, transients, vandalism 3/11/2016 3:04 PM

151 Proximity to schools and places of worship 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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Q4 If the growing of marijuana is allowed in
Oregon City, where should it be allowed?

Answered: 155 Skipped: 12

# Responses Date

1 Same rules as for personal growth 3/31/2016 3:33 PM

2 No preference 3/31/2016 3:25 PM

3 ? 3/31/2016 3:22 PM

4 I don't know the state law thoroughly but I wouldn't want a commercial grow widely known in town; I'd want it to "fade
into the woodwork".

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

5 It should be zoned industrial area in warehouses or greenhouses. Not in residential or commercial areas. 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

6 Growing should not be allowed in Oregon City. 3/31/2016 12:57 PM

7 Peoples owned homes not in rentals, industrial areas 3/31/2016 11:38 AM

8 See above 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

9 Not at all---please prohibit grow ops in OC 3/31/2016 10:49 AM

10 Limited quantities on people's personal properties, or better yet, only businesses that sell it. 3/31/2016 10:22 AM

11 Personal use only 3/31/2016 10:20 AM

12 Do not allow. If passed it should only be allowed in an industrial zone. 3/31/2016 10:00 AM

13 Only in places that are secure. 3/31/2016 9:17 AM

14 I would think it takes a lot of room to grow marijuana. I don't know if the city has that kind of open space. I have heard
that people who do grow need room and usually use fans which create a noise issue for neighbors. Also increased
traffic. So I would prefer is no growing is allowed in the city. Let that happen in much more open spaces of
unincorporated Clackamas County

3/31/2016 8:58 AM

15 Rural areas and outside of the city proper. 3/31/2016 8:45 AM

16 Away from the downtown, high population areas. 3/31/2016 8:35 AM

17 I don't feel comfortable with marijuana grow sites being located anywhere in Oregon City. 3/31/2016 8:29 AM

18 It should only be allowed out of city limits in farming areas. 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

19 in a properly vented building. (Charcoal filters) I don't want to smell that nasty smell. 3/30/2016 9:59 PM

20 Anywhere a citizen wants to grow it. The government has no business telling people where they can grow a natural
plant.

3/30/2016 9:14 PM

21 No where! 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

22 It should not be allowed 3/30/2016 8:37 PM

23 On a farm or in a backyard behind a fence 3/30/2016 8:35 PM

24 NOWHERE!!!!! 3/30/2016 8:25 PM

25 Not! 3/30/2016 7:43 PM

26 In people's homes or warehouses designated as grow sites 3/30/2016 7:41 PM

27 It must be carefully safeguarded against robbery. 3/30/2016 7:25 PM

28 Indoors only 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

29 Now where within city limits 3/30/2016 6:47 PM

30 Yes, as voted on and passed in the state of Oregon. Again monitoring growers would be part of being allowed to grow
within the law.

3/30/2016 6:36 PM

31 Can't you follow the lead of the rest of the state! 3/30/2016 6:28 PM
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32 At homes, and in businesses. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

33 Not near schools, day care facilities, churches and places frequented by families and children. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM

34 Again who monitors and responds to the change in the area when this plant is allowed to be grown 3/30/2016 4:59 PM

35 Anywhere 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

36 Commercial? Residential? I think residents should be allowed to grow their own, with limits on # of plants per
household.

3/30/2016 4:56 PM

37 In rural farm areas. 3/30/2016 4:46 PM

38 Rural areas 3/30/2016 3:35 PM

39 Same as above. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

40 Anywhere. 3/30/2016 3:17 PM

41 Rural areas outside city limits 3/30/2016 1:28 PM

42 Industrial areas with good security, not backyards. 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

43 Indoor or in fenced yards 3/30/2016 12:45 PM

44 Anywhere the state law allows. 3/30/2016 12:41 PM

45 On the property across Beavercreek rd from fred meyers on the vacant lot. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

46 In a designated, licensed facility 3/30/2016 12:33 PM

47 nowhere, it should not be allowed 3/30/2016 12:14 PM

48 In Greenhouse, climate control only. 3/30/2016 11:52 AM

49 It should not be allowed. 3/30/2016 11:41 AM

50 It should not be allowed. 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

51 In a secured location or behind secured fencing. 3/30/2016 11:33 AM

52 Rural only. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

53 No where. 3/30/2016 11:19 AM

54 rural areas. 3/30/2016 11:18 AM

55 crop size would matter... limited # of plants at a residence. no selling from a home/residence 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

56 At private residents and inspected business locations. 3/30/2016 11:07 AM

57 It should not be allowed 3/30/2016 11:05 AM

58 Nowhere. 3/30/2016 10:55 AM

59 not in city limits 3/30/2016 10:40 AM

60 Residential growing should not be limited. Commercial growing operations should be limited to current zoning
regulations for similar crops.

3/30/2016 10:01 AM

61 No where 3/30/2016 9:23 AM

62 Please do not allow it. Oregon City is a family oriented city. If residents would like to purchase it there are plenty of
locations they can travel to outside of OC to get it.

3/30/2016 8:43 AM

63 It shouldn't be 3/30/2016 8:21 AM

64 No where in Oregon City. Let's have a city without. 3/30/2016 8:19 AM

65 By the police station in the red soils area 3/30/2016 8:17 AM

66 Outside the city limits where there is space from close neighbors 3/30/2016 8:13 AM

67 It shouldn't be allowed! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

68 Min of 5 miles from closest school 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

69 Out of town 3/30/2016 7:13 AM

70 should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM
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71 Nowhere within city limits 3/30/2016 6:54 AM

72 On the very outskirts of the city 3/30/2016 6:29 AM

73 Not allowed. There is already to much growing. My property is on the city/county line and the house right behind has a
grow operation for medical. They cook and stuff and it stinks like skunks all the time. The house is in culdasac with 6
or 7 other homes

3/30/2016 5:47 AM

74 No where 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

75 IN PRIVET HOME 3/30/2016 4:03 AM

76 Home gardens. 3/30/2016 2:02 AM

77 Only allowed in private homes, limit on number of plants 3/30/2016 1:13 AM

78 Anywhere. It's a business, just like any other business. 3/29/2016 11:15 PM

79 In area zoned agricultural only! 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

80 It should not be allowed in residential neighborhoods or around places where those under 21 are. 3/29/2016 8:25 PM

81 No where. 3/29/2016 8:09 PM

82 In a covered or contained space. 3/29/2016 8:01 PM

83 Industrial land, farms 3/29/2016 6:47 PM

84 I have no idea 3/29/2016 6:37 PM

85 Anywhere the growing of plant life for commercial purposes is allowed. 3/29/2016 5:37 PM

86 Out of city limits. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM

87 Again, be reasonable in restrictions so as to allow for legal, rather than illegal activity. Cannabis is being grown today
in all neighborhoods across Oregon City; in backyards and indoor grow rooms. Help these people be legal, not
criminal.

3/29/2016 4:31 PM

88 on the edge of the city 3/29/2016 3:34 PM

89 Home grows anywhere... Commercial in industrial land 3/29/2016 3:10 PM

90 industrial locations 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

91 BLM 3/29/2016 2:57 PM

92 in a fenced back yard 3/29/2016 2:42 PM

93 In rural areas, not living quarters, and away from general public. 3/29/2016 2:11 PM

94 Grow facilities should only be in industrial areas, and with a clear plan for mitigating smell. 3/29/2016 2:10 PM

95 Perhaps in a warehouse somewhere and far from residential areas to prevent robberies and neighborhood complaints.
How do you know that it inot already being grown here for medicinal use???

3/29/2016 2:05 PM

96 Outside residential areas. 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

97 It should be allowed on the outskirts of the town. 3/29/2016 1:56 PM

98 no 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

99 Not in Oregon city 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

100 no where 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

101 Any where 3/29/2016 1:50 PM

102 away from schools 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

103 Should not be allowed 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

104 Shouldn't be allowed. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

105 It should not. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

106 Anywhere that there's enough space. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

107 medical "farms" if there is such a thing? - Not sure. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM
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108 Industrial areas 3/29/2016 1:42 PM

109 Farms 3/29/2016 1:39 PM

110 If adults want to grow their own marijuana for personal use, then they should be allowed to grow it on their property
unless the property is within 1000 feet of a school or daycare.

3/29/2016 1:36 PM

111 Same as above 3/29/2016 1:25 PM

112 If allowed then anywhere there is currently permission to grow any agricultural crop. 3/29/2016 12:00 PM

113 in farming zones only 3/29/2016 11:28 AM

114 It should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

115 Should not be grown in our city 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

116 business parks - non residential areas; residential with permit special provider card or similar only 3/29/2016 10:35 AM

117 Not at all 3/29/2016 10:19 AM

118 Any industrial zone. Any private property with appropriate license. 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

119 Main Street or any business area 3/27/2016 8:55 PM

120 I don't know much about the growing of pot, but my suspicion is that it should be treated like agriculture. But I also
think that private citizens should be able to cultivate pot at home in some capacity.

3/27/2016 7:53 AM

121 Far far away from city limits 3/25/2016 4:07 PM

122 No where 3/25/2016 10:23 AM

123 Indoor grow operations in commercial/light industrial areas. Outside grow in the city limits may create problems. 3/25/2016 10:17 AM

124 In industrial parks 3/25/2016 10:05 AM

125 In people home ONLY. 3/25/2016 7:29 AM

126 Both indoors and outdoors. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

127 Anywhere; CCC horticulture area is a good place for outdoor medicine to grow. 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

128 Commercial zoning. Usual restrictions vis-a-vis schools etc. 3/24/2016 8:09 PM

129 NOWHERE EVER! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

130 Should NOT be allowed. 3/24/2016 7:15 PM

131 Private property 3/24/2016 7:10 PM

132 It should not be allowed in the city. You are asking for problems. See my response to #5 3/24/2016 7:09 PM

133 On properties zoned for commercial use that are located outside of drug free school zones. 3/24/2016 6:54 PM

134 Doesn't matter 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

135 Inside private residences, not within a certain number of feet from a school. 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

136 Anywhere but near schools 3/24/2016 4:48 PM

137 Private property 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

138 towards Canby 3/24/2016 4:30 PM

139 In residences as allowed by state law along with any other places allowed by state law. The city of Oregon City should
not be excluded from what is already legal in the state.

3/24/2016 4:26 PM

140 Everywhere! Tax money = Awesome City 3/24/2016 4:19 PM

141 Only in retail areas 3/24/2016 1:59 PM

142 Maybe only indoors or on property of more than 5 acres. Completely secure locations. 3/24/2016 10:17 AM

143 It shouldn't. 3/24/2016 8:44 AM

144 Industrial zoning areas. As far from residential areas as possible. 3/24/2016 5:56 AM

145 Indoors only 3/23/2016 5:20 PM

146 nowhere 3/23/2016 5:08 PM
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147 Shouldn't it be zoned the same as other agricultural products? Personal use similar to growing a tomato garden,
commercial similar to any other farming operation.

3/23/2016 5:01 PM

148 Outside of residential districts, in designated industrial park. 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

149 On any privately held property that is zoned in a manner suitable for growing plants. 3/17/2016 9:30 AM

150 Private home for personal use; commercial zones. 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

151 only controlled areas, that are not open or viewed from sidewalks or streets. 3/14/2016 11:38 AM

152 Don't allow. 3/11/2016 5:38 PM

153 I understand people wanting to grow it in their yards. However, their neighbors should have the right to express their
concern about the smell the plants make when they begin to mature. It can be overpowering, and growers need to be
considerate. If they can't, they should not be able to inflict this on their neighbors.

3/11/2016 3:54 PM

154 Main St 3/11/2016 3:04 PM

155 Industrial Zones 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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Q5 Is there anything the City should
consider when deciding where marijuana

may be grown?
Answered: 135 Skipped: 32

# Responses Date

1 Security 3/31/2016 3:25 PM

2 Schools and children 3/31/2016 3:22 PM

3 Completely out of sight, not visible from the street at all and not marketed by signs, etc. (this will probably conflict w/
new sign ordinance).

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

4 Residents do not want the smell. Keep the growers out of residential and commercial areas. 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

5 No where within city limits. 3/31/2016 12:57 PM

6 Children who are our youth and our future 3/31/2016 11:38 AM

7 The harmful affects accessibility has on our youth 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

8 Visibility and access by children and teens. 3/31/2016 10:49 AM

9 Not to allow it :) 3/31/2016 10:22 AM

10 Safety and odor impacts to everyone. Also consider the power needs to this type of facility. 3/31/2016 10:00 AM

11 The smell that comes from the plants and keeping it away from homes. 3/31/2016 9:17 AM

12 See above - also if people are allowed to grow, they could be target for crime and so no place where the neighbors
have to go through all that.

3/31/2016 8:58 AM

13 Shouldn't be in crowded areas like housing developments and needs to have a minimum distance from residences. 3/31/2016 8:45 AM

14 Try to locate it in an area that won't be obtrusive to neighbors and nearby businesses. 3/31/2016 8:35 AM

15 How well guarded and regulated would the grow site be. 3/31/2016 8:29 AM

16 The smell is foul and should not be grown in neighborhoods. 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

17 Are children around this area. Vcan it be properly Secured 3/30/2016 9:59 PM

18 Quality of life for other neighbors who don't use drugs and don't want to smell them! 3/30/2016 9:51 PM

19 No. 3/30/2016 9:14 PM

20 See Q3 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

21 Its effect on criminal activity, impact on neighbors, away from children, requirement for additional personnel to control 3/30/2016 8:37 PM

22 The state law 3/30/2016 8:35 PM

23 It should be considered how horrible this is for our city. DO NOT ALLOW IT! 3/30/2016 8:25 PM

24 Do we want large gangs and illegals working in the marijuana groves in Oregon City? 3/30/2016 7:43 PM

25 Not where people can see it - it could pose too much of temptation to rob it. 3/30/2016 7:25 PM

26 Commercial buildings- indoor only 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

27 Not allow in the city 3/30/2016 6:47 PM

28 All activities involving the sale & growing of marijuana should not be conducted withing 1,000 yard of a school or other
government property.

3/30/2016 6:36 PM

29 Nope, it's a weed for crying out loud. 3/30/2016 6:28 PM

30 No. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

31 Not near schools, day care facilities, churches and places frequented by families and children. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM
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32 My biggest concern is how the law if changes will be enforced? could someone be told to remove the plant form their
previously permitted area and if so by what process?

3/30/2016 4:59 PM

33 No. 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

34 Not near a school 3/30/2016 4:46 PM

35 Same as above. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

36 Schools. Tax benefits 3/30/2016 1:28 PM

37 Accessibility.. like theft. Industrial areas 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

38 Nothing. 3/30/2016 12:41 PM

39 Never near schools, daycare, and high density residential. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

40 There needs to a licensing and compliance unit for this 3/30/2016 12:33 PM

41 yes, children and well being of citizens 3/30/2016 12:14 PM

42 Odor is quite strong, so growers would need air filtration or keep several blocks separation from residences. 3/30/2016 11:52 AM

43 It shouldnot be grown in the City. 3/30/2016 11:41 AM

44 Ban it. 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

45 I would suggest finding out what other communities have done, especially in Colorado where they have a longer
history.

3/30/2016 11:33 AM

46 Not with in city limits. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

47 It shouldn't be allowed 3/30/2016 11:19 AM

48 how close schools are 3/30/2016 11:18 AM

49 crop size would matter... limited # of plants at a residence. no selling from a home/residence 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

50 City growth, jobs, and aesthetic of the city. 3/30/2016 10:01 AM

51 See answer #3 3/30/2016 9:23 AM

52 Away from schools and public eye. I do not want to be traveling our city and see it growing. 3/30/2016 8:43 AM

53 It's just excuse to get High and the kids get it. 3/30/2016 8:21 AM

54 Yes. Consequences on society. Police force. 3/30/2016 8:19 AM

55 Yes, away from schools 3/30/2016 8:13 AM

56 It shouldn't be allowed! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

57 Location of schools 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

58 Out of town 3/30/2016 7:13 AM

59 should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM

60 Nowhere 3/30/2016 6:54 AM

61 No 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

62 no 3/30/2016 4:03 AM

63 Limit the number of plant for self use only. 3/30/2016 2:02 AM

64 Access by children. 3/30/2016 1:13 AM

65 No. The growth of marijuana has nothing to do with its distribution. 3/29/2016 11:15 PM

66 Away from schools! 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

67 Please consider the adverse health benefits to all individuals. 3/29/2016 8:25 PM

68 How close it is to neighborhoods, or schools. 3/29/2016 8:09 PM

69 Ability to secure it from theft and children. 3/29/2016 8:01 PM

70 It should not be near any commercial, public, or private property. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM
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71 See Previous comments. Marijuana is already being grown across the city. If current growers are not causing a
problem, let them continue. Do not criminalize the growing activity.

3/29/2016 4:31 PM

72 Not near schools, in a secure location away for the city center maybe off South End, Holcomb,or Holly Lane add a tax 3/29/2016 3:34 PM

73 Crime follows 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

74 BLM - accessiblaty from the public 3/29/2016 2:57 PM

75 The smell it produces 3/29/2016 2:42 PM

76 Growing marijuana attracts crime, drug users, and violence. We don't want it in our city. 3/29/2016 2:31 PM

77 Where children won't be exposed to it or aware of it. 3/29/2016 2:11 PM

78 Odor is a very real concern, and also size of grows should be limited. Consider how the city will address complaints of
smell and any impact that will have on the character of our town.

3/29/2016 2:10 PM

79 Safety and security is vital to prevent criminal activity. 3/29/2016 2:05 PM

80 Site is able to be secured and not visible from high traffic roads. 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

81 It should not happen in an area that is heavily populated where other residents will resent the ones who are growing,
this could cause big issues.

3/29/2016 1:56 PM

82 take in to consideration animals, adults, youth and environment 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

83 see answer to #3 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

84 Proper security is provided 3/29/2016 1:50 PM

85 responsible growers 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

86 Same as above 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

87 Shouldn't be allowed. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

88 it should not be allowed within the city limits 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

89 Is security needed? I don't feel it should be accessible to children. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

90 No where near schools, parks, main roads where children might find it.... smell it, or use it. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

91 Setbacks. No residential areas 3/29/2016 1:42 PM

92 no 3/29/2016 1:39 PM

93 It should be allowed on personal property unless the property is within 1000 feet of a school or daycare. 3/29/2016 1:36 PM

94 Same as above 3/29/2016 1:25 PM

95 Current regulations. 3/29/2016 12:00 PM

96 the access to the crop by children and others not part of the grow operation 3/29/2016 11:28 AM

97 It should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

98 No do not allow it 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

99 consider view from public, location, security, proximity to youth / teenagers 3/29/2016 10:35 AM

100 no 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

101 Home, or land use 3/27/2016 8:55 PM

102 I STRONGLY urge the city to pass an odor ordinance. I hate the smell of pot, and feel I should be allowed to have
some control over how much it impacts my family on our property. I am happy to compromise with neighbors about
lifestyle choices that we all make - tool noise, music, occasional late night parties, etc. - but I don't think that my
property (or that of anyone else) should be covered in the stink of pot because a neighbor wants to grow (or smoke,
for that matter.) I recently visited Ashland, and they're having a real problem with the whole city smelling like a skunk,
and so they're considering an odor ordinance. Further, I read a great article in the Oregonian on the stench topic
(probably the only great article in that paper, ever). They interviewed a man who was trying to get clean and sober and
one of his triggers for using drugs was the smell of pot. His downstairs neighbor smoked a lot, and law enforcement
couldn't help the man with the problem of the trigger-smell in his apartment because the smell isn't considered
"offensive" by Oregon law. Now, we shouldn't necessarily cater to people's addictions, and yet a story like that shows
that it's not a black-and-white issue. The shouldn't have to leave his home just to stay sober because of a smelly
neighbor.

3/27/2016 7:53 AM
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103 Consider not doing it at all. 3/25/2016 4:07 PM

104 Access to area by those not growing it. Again location in relation to children and families. 3/25/2016 10:23 AM

105 The amount of electrical usage as it may have an impact on delivery of energy to that area 3/25/2016 10:05 AM

106 How it will impact the medical cannabis patients accessibility to their medication. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

107 Proximity to schools 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

108 It's going to attract a lot of boneheads initially until the excitement wears off. 3/24/2016 8:09 PM

109 NOWHERE EVER! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

110 Should NOT be allowed. 3/24/2016 7:15 PM

111 No 3/24/2016 7:10 PM

112 Out in the farm areas please! We have 2 business's in PDX and a grow op popped up overnight right next to us.
Hundreds of plants in a building being vented at us. It truly is a horrible smell and we have had to have our customers
cars (we are in auto repair), detailed when it gets inside. Also, our employees get headaches from the constant sweet
skunky smell. It's really not fair to ask the general public or a business to have to tolerate it. It's just horrible. We are
working with the city code enforcement under the nuisance ordinance to abate it.

3/24/2016 7:09 PM

113 Proximity to other businesses or areas in which attract an underage clientele. 3/24/2016 6:54 PM

114 It's going to bring crime and I'd suspect property values will fall 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

115 The city will not be able to control or regulate this very well. 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

116 As long as the person is 21 or older there shouldn't be a problem just like alcohol 3/24/2016 4:48 PM

117 No 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

118 Security 3/24/2016 4:30 PM

119 The state laws. 3/24/2016 4:26 PM

120 No 3/24/2016 4:19 PM

121 Not sure 3/24/2016 1:59 PM

122 You should consider that there will be high utility use, so somewhere that is capable of managing that. Also, secure
locations, because their may be increased crime due to the grow.

3/24/2016 10:17 AM

123 It shouldn't be allowed in residential housing. I live near people who grow it and it smells. It's an invasion to the privacy
around people and seems we can't get away from it.

3/24/2016 8:44 AM

124 Children 3/24/2016 5:56 AM

125 In locations that do not change the character of the neighborhood. avoid odor, avoid transit, void lighting and noise
impacts, consider supply of power and water.

3/23/2016 5:20 PM

126 possible access to growing site by youth 3/23/2016 5:08 PM

127 Scale of the operation vs zoning, burden on water and power in residential areas. Odors. 3/23/2016 5:01 PM

128 Somewhere where the smell will not affect residential property or existing retail/office space. 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

129 The City should consider how other plants are treated, and treat the growing of marijuana plants consistent with that. 3/17/2016 9:30 AM

130 Same as alcohol. 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

131 That is is not considered legal by the federal government, that banks to not handle the cash money from these
operations.

3/14/2016 11:38 AM

132 Don't allow. 3/11/2016 5:38 PM

133 Courtesy and respect. 3/11/2016 3:54 PM

134 Smell 3/11/2016 3:04 PM

135 Oder zones, location to residential areas 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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Q6 If the processing of marijuana is allowed
in Oregon City, where should it be allowed?

Answered: 142 Skipped: 25

# Responses Date

1 Same rules as for manufacturing in general 3/31/2016 3:33 PM

2 No preference 3/31/2016 3:25 PM

3 I know nothing about marijuana processing other than plants need to dry at its very simplest. I believe that processing
should probably happen at the same quiet, tucked away location as the commercial growing location. They still need to
be identified on the building/door, etc. so that others are aware of their presence.

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

4 industrial zones 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

5 It should not be processed within city limits 3/31/2016 12:57 PM

6 Same as above Id like to see it all in the same place and not spread all over town. Segregation is ok! 3/31/2016 11:38 AM

7 See answer 3 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

8 Not at all----please prohibit mj processing. 3/31/2016 10:49 AM

9 Not sure- just with businesses that sell it. 3/31/2016 10:22 AM

10 Do not allow processing. Too many dangers associated with this activity. 3/31/2016 10:00 AM

11 Only in designated facilities. 3/31/2016 9:17 AM

12 I don't know. Where the zoning is appropriate I image. I don't know how much space and noise are involved. So I
would think areas zoned industrial.

3/31/2016 8:58 AM

13 Away from the downtown, high population areas. 3/31/2016 8:35 AM

14 I feel the same with processing marijuana products as I do growing marijuana. 3/31/2016 8:29 AM

15 Not in nighborhoods. 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

16 Where it is grown 3/30/2016 9:59 PM

17 Anywhere a citizen wants to process it in the privacy of their own home or business. 3/30/2016 9:14 PM

18 No where! 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

19 It should be banned, the stench negatively impacts neighboring neighbors and the value of their property. 3/30/2016 8:37 PM

20 In commercial zoned business area 3/30/2016 8:35 PM

21 NOWHERE! 3/30/2016 8:25 PM

22 Not allowed. 3/30/2016 7:43 PM

23 I do not know anything about processing lot. Obviously if there are fumes, children should be protected 3/30/2016 7:25 PM

24 Commercial buildings- indoor only 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

25 Now where in the city 3/30/2016 6:47 PM

26 Processing should be allowed on the same property from which it was grown. 3/30/2016 6:36 PM

27 Anywhere. 3/30/2016 6:28 PM

28 In zoned industrial and mixed use areas. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

29 Not Near schools, day care facilities, churches and places frequented by families and children. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM

30 Really don't like the idea of processing the plant here. Residue from oil could be found in the discarded and cause
other concerns

3/30/2016 4:59 PM

31 Anywhere 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

32 Depends on size of operation. 3/30/2016 4:56 PM
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33 Where it is grown , farm/rural areas. 3/30/2016 4:46 PM

34 Same as above. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

35 In places where it does not interfere with harmony of residential neighborhoods or business districts. 3/30/2016 3:17 PM

36 grow sites and stores 3/30/2016 1:28 PM

37 Industrial areas only. 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

38 Not residential areas. The whole market is trashy and I have friends in the industry it's a bunch of hippies and their
employees are half straight out of prison.

3/30/2016 12:45 PM

39 Anywhere the state law allows. 3/30/2016 12:41 PM

40 Same as above. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

41 In a designated, licensed facility 3/30/2016 12:33 PM

42 it should not be allowed 3/30/2016 12:14 PM

43 Within the greenhouse operation. 3/30/2016 11:52 AM

44 It should not be allowed. 3/30/2016 11:41 AM

45 It should not be allowed. 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

46 In light industrial or industrial areas. 3/30/2016 11:33 AM

47 Not in. City limits. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

48 No where 3/30/2016 11:19 AM

49 away from schools 3/30/2016 11:18 AM

50 crop size would matter... limited # of plants at a residence. no selling from a home/residence... 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

51 on persons, in vehicles, in homes. Again, just not in schools or other sensitive areas. 3/30/2016 11:07 AM

52 Not in Oregon Ciry 3/30/2016 11:05 AM

53 Nowhere. 3/30/2016 10:55 AM

54 The processing of marijuana should be limited to current zoning regulations for similar operations. 3/30/2016 10:01 AM

55 No where 3/30/2016 9:23 AM

56 It should not 3/30/2016 8:21 AM

57 No where in the city. 3/30/2016 8:19 AM

58 Same as above 3/30/2016 8:13 AM

59 It shouldn't be allowed! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

60 Again away from schools 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

61 Out of town 3/30/2016 7:13 AM

62 should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM

63 Nowhere 3/30/2016 6:54 AM

64 As far away from the schools as possible 3/30/2016 6:29 AM

65 Should not be allowed 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

66 warehouse 3/30/2016 4:03 AM

67 Self use at home. 3/30/2016 2:02 AM

68 It shouldn't 3/30/2016 1:13 AM

69 Anywhere they want. It is equivalent to if tobacco was being grown/cultivated. 3/29/2016 11:15 PM

70 At the grow site only! 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

71 See the answers to numbers 2 and 4 above. 3/29/2016 8:25 PM

72 No where. 3/29/2016 8:09 PM
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73 Ability to secure it from theft and children. 3/29/2016 8:01 PM

74 Anywhere any other processing business is allowed. 3/29/2016 5:37 PM

75 Should not be allowed. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM

76 Same response as previous...it's already happening across the city. Drying is low risk. Processing oils can be another
matter however. In wrong hands oil processing can be hazardous, but not inappropriate for any other industrial area w
similar msnufacture operations. Legal will be safer than creating a climate that forces activities underground. Make
origin city the cannabis baking capital of the state. This is a good opportunity to lock in on some high income (high tax
revenue) industry. Oregon city could be the capital of baked goods. No kne else has claimed it-be a smart city and let
bakers and candy makers prosper. Most of it will be exported. But also consider a stay and bake economy's-if course
will have to build more lodging for the overnight crowd. We do not want to promote stoned driving, so give them a
place to sleep off the cookie tasting.

3/29/2016 4:31 PM

77 on the edge of the city 3/29/2016 3:34 PM

78 Industrial zoned 3/29/2016 3:10 PM

79 Same 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

80 Downtown only 3/29/2016 2:57 PM

81 Anywhere as long as it's on the person or in their own home/car. 3/29/2016 2:45 PM

82 not sure what the process is so i can not comment 3/29/2016 2:42 PM

83 Away from communities. In warehouses not neighborhoods. 3/29/2016 2:11 PM

84 Industrially zoned areas only. 3/29/2016 2:10 PM

85 Anywhere there is safety and security to prevent criminal activity. 3/29/2016 2:05 PM

86 Red Soils area. 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

87 out of sight out of mind. 3/29/2016 1:56 PM

88 no 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

89 Red soils near the police station and county offices 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

90 Any where 3/29/2016 1:50 PM

91 safe secure environments 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

92 Should not 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

93 Business park 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

94 It should not be allowed 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

95 Anywhere that there is enough space. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

96 No where near schools, neiborhoods, parks, main roads where children might find it.... smell it, or use it. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

97 Industrial areas 3/29/2016 1:42 PM

98 only at the farms where grown 3/29/2016 1:39 PM

99 Adults should be allowed to process their four plants on their own property, unless the property is within 1000 feet of a
school or daycare.

3/29/2016 1:36 PM

100 Same as county 3/29/2016 1:25 PM

101 If allowed then anywhere there is currently permission to process any agricultural crop. 3/29/2016 12:00 PM

102 in industrial zones only 3/29/2016 11:28 AM

103 It should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

104 No should not be allowef 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

105 secure, business parks, non-residential 3/29/2016 10:35 AM

106 Not at all 3/29/2016 10:19 AM

107 any business property properly zoned 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

108 Indoors, 3/27/2016 8:55 PM
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109 Seems to me it ought to be in a warehousing type district. 3/27/2016 7:53 AM

110 Processing, selling, growing....it's all the same. Don't do it 3/25/2016 4:07 PM

111 No where. 3/25/2016 10:23 AM

112 In keeping wiht zoning for like businesses 3/25/2016 10:17 AM

113 Industrial parks 3/25/2016 10:05 AM

114 Seems like a legit business opportunity. Processing marijuana is substantially different than selling. 3/25/2016 7:29 AM

115 Anywhere. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

116 Anywhere 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

117 See above. 3/24/2016 8:09 PM

118 NOWHERE EVER! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

119 Should NOT be allowed. 3/24/2016 7:15 PM

120 Not sure? 3/24/2016 7:10 PM

121 It should not be allowed! It permeates everything in the vicinity. Think dairy farm smells. 3/24/2016 7:09 PM

122 On properties zoned for commercial use that are located outside of drug free school zones. 3/24/2016 6:54 PM

123 Designated businesses. 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

124 Where ever smoking is aloud 3/24/2016 4:48 PM

125 Properly permitted facility 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

126 That I don't have an answer for 3/24/2016 4:30 PM

127 Anywhere state law allows 3/24/2016 4:26 PM

128 If using explosive chemicals (butane, for example) keep it away from neighborhoods. Non explosive methods should
be allowed anywhere.

3/24/2016 4:19 PM

129 Not sure 3/24/2016 1:59 PM

130 Unsure. 3/24/2016 10:17 AM

131 Out of sight. 3/24/2016 8:44 AM

132 Industrial zoning areas. As far from residential areas as possible. 3/24/2016 5:56 AM

133 Indoor only. 3/23/2016 5:20 PM

134 nowhere 3/23/2016 5:08 PM

135 Anywhere able to have a similar business already. 3/23/2016 5:01 PM

136 Industrial park. 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

137 On any privately held property that is zoned in a manner suitable for processing similar items. 3/17/2016 9:30 AM

138 Commercial zones. 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

139 Next to the police department. 3/14/2016 11:38 AM

140 Don't allow. 3/11/2016 5:38 PM

141 No place where people will be forced to smell it in their houses or yards. 3/11/2016 3:54 PM

142 Industrial Areas 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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Q7 Is there anything the City should
consider when deciding where marijuana

should be processed?
Answered: 123 Skipped: 44

# Responses Date

1 Same 3/31/2016 3:22 PM

2 Tacky signs! Establishing a maximum # of establishments in code, etc. Proximity to schools and churches and
improving/high stakes commercial centers. I hope there is backing for property owners who choose not to lease to
those who wish to locate their marijuana business at their property.

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

3 away from residents and commercial areas 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

4 Good Question, but how is this question different than question number 6?? 3/31/2016 11:38 AM

5 See answer 3 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

6 Access and visibility by children and teens. 3/31/2016 10:49 AM

7 No 3/31/2016 10:22 AM

8 Consider this is a facility that can be targeted for the amount of drugs being processed. Additionally employees, odor
and chemicals are all considerations.

3/31/2016 10:00 AM

9 N/A 3/31/2016 9:17 AM

10 site security. traffic. increased crime. 3/31/2016 8:58 AM

11 I don't feel comfortable with marijuana processing sites being located anywhere in Oregon City. 3/31/2016 8:29 AM

12 safety 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

13 How many people will handle the stuff 3/30/2016 9:59 PM

14 No. 3/30/2016 9:14 PM

15 If you allow marijuana sells, but you fought Centercal coming in then you deserve the crappy economy you'll get. 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

16 The state law 3/30/2016 8:35 PM

17 We are a small community with kids all over the place. We are battling the message to no use this DRUG with the
legality of it when working with our own children and students we teach. I am truly sickened by the fact this is being
considered in our town. We will just bring a flow of people we do not need in this town.

3/30/2016 8:25 PM

18 What's the difference between growing marijuana, processing marijuana and selling marijuana? Whatever.... it will
bring in gangs, gangs and more gangs along with murder and robberies.......

3/30/2016 7:43 PM

19 The whole market infrastructure - goods need an easy way to get from growers/sellers to resellers. There should not
be unusual impediments to this process, whether via logistics or geography etc

3/30/2016 7:25 PM

20 Away from schools, day cares 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

21 No, should not be allowed in the city 3/30/2016 6:47 PM

22 The same regulations that are required of other food processing businesses. 3/30/2016 6:36 PM

23 No. 3/30/2016 6:28 PM

24 No. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

25 Keep it away from schools, day care facilities, churches and places frequented by families and children. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM

26 Again regulations and the ability to enforce them and to possible retract a previous decision based on evidence that
the processing is not compliant or there are other affects that were not anticipated

3/30/2016 4:59 PM

27 Depends on size of operation. 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

28 Same as above. 3/30/2016 4:46 PM
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29 Same as above. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

30 same as above....schools 3/30/2016 1:28 PM

31 Odor, secure facilities, never in residential areas 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

32 Nothing. 3/30/2016 12:41 PM

33 Thesmell and security. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

34 A unit to monitor compliance 3/30/2016 12:33 PM

35 yes, children and well being of citizens 3/30/2016 12:14 PM

36 No. 3/30/2016 11:52 AM

37 Away from churches abd where children congregate. 3/30/2016 11:41 AM

38 Ban it within city limits. 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

39 Look at other communities and how they handle processing. 3/30/2016 11:33 AM

40 No visible signs from store front. And far away from our children. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

41 Don't want it in OC 3/30/2016 11:19 AM

42 were schools are 3/30/2016 11:18 AM

43 crop size would matter... limited # of plants at a residence. no selling from a home/residence 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

44 City growth, jobs, and aesthetic of the city. 3/30/2016 10:01 AM

45 See answer #3 3/30/2016 9:23 AM

46 No don't consider it. Think of our youth 3/30/2016 8:21 AM

47 No where in Oregon city. 3/30/2016 8:19 AM

48 It shouldn't be allowed! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

49 See 6 answer 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

50 Security. Safety of those who work there and the surrounding community 3/30/2016 7:13 AM

51 should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM

52 Nowhere 3/30/2016 6:54 AM

53 Should not be processed 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

54 no 3/30/2016 4:03 AM

55 The smell is the big thing. And I don't know. 3/30/2016 2:02 AM

56 How much potential crime it would generate. 3/30/2016 1:13 AM

57 No. Nosy neighbors need to keep out of local business practices. These local businesses need to operate freely
without the judgmental regulation of discrimanatory neighbors.

3/29/2016 11:15 PM

58 Keep grow and processing together! 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

59 Please consider what type of chemicals and processes are used and what are the effects of these on the surrounding
areas. How regulated are the processes? Who determines and supervises the strength of the product? Are food items
being made that are attractive to children and others who may end up with this product?

3/29/2016 8:25 PM

60 Increase in crime in, or around the area 3/29/2016 8:09 PM

61 Ability to secure it from theft and children. 3/29/2016 8:01 PM

62 Do not allow it. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM

63 See previous comments. It's already happening so make the most of what's here already. 3/29/2016 4:31 PM

64 same as above 3/29/2016 3:34 PM

65 Same 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

66 What are the be admits, other than tax revenue 3/29/2016 2:57 PM

67 not sure what the process is so i can not comment 3/29/2016 2:42 PM
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68 Away from churches, schools and neighborhoods. Keep it in industrial areas. 3/29/2016 2:11 PM

69 see above answer 3/29/2016 2:05 PM

70 Discreet location - avoid use of signs noting activity. 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

71 Make sure that it is not over publicized. 3/29/2016 1:56 PM

72 not allowed 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

73 see answer to #3 3/29/2016 1:52 PM

74 Proper security is provided 3/29/2016 1:50 PM

75 kids 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

76 Same as above. 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

77 Do not do it. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

78 Is Security needed? I don't feel it should be accessible to children. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

79 children. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

80 Noise 3/29/2016 1:42 PM

81 make sure people are following the rules and regulations 3/29/2016 1:39 PM

82 Adults should be allowed to process their four plants on their own property, unless the property is within 1000 feet of a
school or daycare.

3/29/2016 1:36 PM

83 Same as county 3/29/2016 1:25 PM

84 Current regulations. 3/29/2016 12:00 PM

85 vacinity of schools, childcare and other services specific to children 3/29/2016 11:28 AM

86 It should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

87 No 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

88 location, security 3/29/2016 10:35 AM

89 no 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

90 Consider things as in, no where close to schools 3/27/2016 8:55 PM

91 Again, the issue of smell is significant. There's warehouse areas fairly close to neighborhoods around here. I would
also think that hours of operation are important considerations as far as freight and machine use are concerned if the
processing facilities are near neighborhoods.

3/27/2016 7:53 AM

92 Don't do it 3/25/2016 4:07 PM

93 As above, family and children 3/25/2016 10:23 AM

94 Industrial parks 3/25/2016 10:05 AM

95 Would prefer the location be away from schools, parks and anyway frequented by minors. 3/25/2016 7:29 AM

96 How it will impact the medical cannabis patients accessibility to their medication. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

97 Proximity to schools 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

98 See above. 3/24/2016 8:09 PM

99 NOWHERE EVER! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

100 Should NOT be allowed. 3/24/2016 7:15 PM

101 ? 3/24/2016 7:10 PM

102 Hiring more code enforcers. The smell is a nuisance. If there are other business in the area their employees will suffer
the same stench headaches as ours and you will be bombarded with nuisance complaints.

3/24/2016 7:09 PM

103 Proximity to other businesses or areas in which attract an underage clientele. 3/24/2016 6:54 PM

104 Same as above 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

105 Should be treated like tabacco or liquor 3/24/2016 4:48 PM
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106 No 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

107 Far from children 3/24/2016 4:30 PM

108 He state law 3/24/2016 4:26 PM

109 No 3/24/2016 4:19 PM

110 Not sure 3/24/2016 1:59 PM

111 Be aware of the odor this could cause. 3/24/2016 10:17 AM

112 Children 3/24/2016 5:56 AM

113 In locations that do not change the character of the neighborhood. avoid odor, avoid transit, void lighting and noise
impacts, consider supply of power and water.

3/23/2016 5:20 PM

114 impact on schools. No sales within 1 mile of any school (public or private) 3/23/2016 5:08 PM

115 Security of neighbors- residential grows are targets for burglars. 3/23/2016 5:01 PM

116 separate from residential areas and existing retail/commercial property. 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

117 The City should consider how other processing operations are treated, and treat the processing of marijuana plants
consistent with that.

3/17/2016 9:30 AM

118 Safety hand security. 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

119 This will add crime to the city. How will you decide if people are driving while taking marijuana? 3/14/2016 11:38 AM

120 Don't allow. 3/11/2016 5:38 PM

121 Courtesy and respect for others. 3/11/2016 3:54 PM

122 Crime 3/11/2016 3:04 PM

123 Industrial Waste 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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Q8 I have the following comments
regarding regulation of marijuana.

Answered: 127 Skipped: 40

# Responses Date

1 I will be displeased if Oregon City citizens pass this in November. I would not want to be a business owner/operator
who was already established in an area in which a marijuana business was moving into. Additionally, I believe that the
Planning Department should have to place a notice on the location alerting the public of what is coming before they
can receive their occupancy permit.

3/31/2016 3:18 PM

2 I prefer to keep this out of Oregon City. Let Gladstone deal with it. 3/31/2016 1:54 PM

3 Marijuana sales, growing and processing should not be allowed anywhere children are. There needs to be regulations
on packaging, advertisements and testing.

3/31/2016 12:57 PM

4 Regulate in a way that protects youth but also allows equal and fair opportunity for those who choose to have
marijuana apart of their Job career

3/31/2016 11:38 AM

5 It needs to be strict and kept in mind how it affects the children of Clackamas county. 3/31/2016 11:12 AM

6 I oversee drug and alcohol prevention and treatment programs in Oregon City Schools. Increased access, availability,
and acceptance of marijuana use is very negatively impacting the youth in your community. A study published just this
week points to its long term use resulting in many problems for people:
http://www.oregonlive.com/marijuana/index.ssf/2016/03/study_regular_long-term_mariju.html Thank you for listening...

3/31/2016 10:49 AM

7 Don't know anything about the processing process. Education would be good. 3/31/2016 10:20 AM

8 I believe that the City of Oregon City should not allow marijuana to be sold, processed or grown within the City limits. It
is dangerous to be housed within the community and dangerous to be dispensed. Security/safety and the access
children will have are all reasons why Oregon City should not allow this activity in any fashion.

3/31/2016 10:00 AM

9 More patrols should be done as there are not more people driving under the influence of marijuana. This takes the
lives of others and those who drive under the influence should be heavily penalized.

3/31/2016 9:17 AM

10 I wish we could limit signage/advertising. Now seeing marijuana ads on the billboards on I-205. I would suggest
requiring the retailers to also sell lock boxes and have information posted about the dangers of edibles (esp with kids),
about driving and that whatever they buy cannot be given to people under 21 just like alcohol.

3/31/2016 8:58 AM

11 How marijuana is stored needs to be looked at, as children are getting easy access to their parents' stashes, whether
or not their parents approve.

3/31/2016 8:45 AM

12 I recommend keeping the sale of recreational marijuana out of Oregon City. 3/31/2016 8:35 AM

13 Sorry, perhaps I'm too anti-marijuana. Having it easily accessible, available in too many products that are easily
consumed by children, and costly to properly enforce regulations, is a worry to me.

3/31/2016 8:29 AM

14 It should be controlled with specific regulations to protect people living in the city 3/30/2016 10:04 PM

15 I do not like it any where near naberhoods. 3/30/2016 9:59 PM

16 Don't allow it to be sold or manufactured in the city. 3/30/2016 9:51 PM

17 Marijuana is a plant, just like any other. Government has no business telling citizens what they can and cannot grow . .
. tomatoes, carrots, cannabis, etc. Sales of cannabis would provide a huge benefit and income to both private
businesses and city revenues.

3/30/2016 9:14 PM

18 See above. 3/30/2016 9:11 PM

19 It should only be dispensed through pharmacies as a medical doctor prescribed medication. 3/30/2016 8:37 PM

20 I have never supported the legalization of marijunana. NEVER! I will be truly saddened if this happens in my beloved
community.

3/30/2016 8:25 PM

21 Marijuana growing will bring in gangs, increase home robberies, and violence between competing growers. We don't
need groups of space cadets hanging around Oregon City!

3/30/2016 7:43 PM

22 I don't want marijuana to be sold in Oregon City. Period. 3/30/2016 7:05 PM

23 There are plenty of other locations close by to purchase product. Keep it out of Oregon City. 3/30/2016 6:47 PM
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24 Marijuana should be made available to the people of Oregon City (Clackamas County) the same as it is in Multnomah
County. Oregon City is missing out on all the revenue that is generated by the sale of marijuana. It's no worse than
booze and that my friend is sold everywhere.

3/30/2016 6:36 PM

25 OC is just loosing out on revenue. It's coming whether or not OC is on board. It's OC's loss. 3/30/2016 6:28 PM

26 I look forward to Oregon City benefitting from the future tax revenues. 3/30/2016 5:14 PM

27 Let's keep the current ban. 3/30/2016 5:05 PM

28 Treat it like alcohol and tax it for revenue 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

29 I am not a user, but appreciate it's legalization to increase state tax funds. 3/30/2016 4:56 PM

30 I have only the above issues. I have a bigger issue with alcohol and bars. 3/30/2016 4:46 PM

31 I would prefer that marijuana sales not be allowed in the city at all. 3/30/2016 3:23 PM

32 I fully support the legalization of marijuana. I am very concerned about the potential for edibles to be misused by
minors, however any regulations here should not overreach, by for example restricting them more than opiates. Your
community recommendations are a great start.

3/30/2016 3:17 PM

33 The regulation of marijuana should fall under the same rules and regulations that alcohol is handled. Should not be
sold to people under 21. The purchase should be taxed and regulated to protect the consumer. Penalties for abusing
the drug or being publically intoxicated should also be the same.

3/30/2016 1:28 PM

34 It is actually hopeless. Growers and users have been outside the law for years. 3/30/2016 1:00 PM

35 I think that the money gained by the sale and production of marijuana far outpaces the problems caused by it. The fear
that children will have more or easier access is a fallacy that can be proven by comparing marijuana to alcohol. We
sell beer at Fred Meyers, so in theory, children can get beer and alcohol very easily, right? except the number dont
show a massive spike of children and drinking. Its simply fear mongering. Let the city partake in the tax money. We
will benefit from it more than people seem to think.

3/30/2016 12:41 PM

36 NOT LOCATED IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD. 3/30/2016 12:35 PM

37 OC is losing taxes to the Portland market. It's being purchased recreationally and brought into OC anyway....just
provide the appropriate infrastructure to monitor it

3/30/2016 12:33 PM

38 I am against selling, planting, distributing or advertising of marijuana. It damages our children, why would we allow it? 3/30/2016 12:14 PM

39 Marijuana is a safe, recreational substance when used by responsible adults. It should not be available for minors. We
need more acceptance as it is not the shady, illicit substance of the 60's and 70's.

3/30/2016 11:52 AM

40 Legalization should not gave happened. However, it has, so one dispensory should be responsible for it. It should be
tightly. regulated. When people buy itand take it home, it should be tightly locked away and should only be used by
those adults who buy it.

3/30/2016 11:41 AM

41 I don not want marijuana to be sold in Oregon City. 3/30/2016 11:36 AM

42 It is just a matter of time before marijuana is made legal in the United States. Legalization will bring in additional taxes
and it will cut down on the income of the drug cartels. It will also make it much easier for those who prefer medical
marijuana over prescription drugs.

3/30/2016 11:33 AM

43 Move it out of the city limits and keep it away from our children. 3/30/2016 11:30 AM

44 Not in OC. most people work outside of the city. plenty of other places to purchase. 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

45 the size of a growing and processing operation should determine its location and the rules that apply to it. 3/30/2016 11:08 AM

46 Working in Portland our office is surrounded by pot shops and processing locations. Honestly, the types of people
coming and going in the neighborhood is less than desirable. Also, littering and loitering have increased. Please keep
the city I call home free from this same fate!

3/30/2016 11:05 AM

47 I have seen first hand the fact that marijuana is a gateway drug. If it is needed medically I believe it should be
prescribed and regulated through the same means as all other prescription medications. Let's not try and be
pharmacists.

3/30/2016 10:55 AM
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48 Prohibition of the cultivation, processing, and sales of marijuana in Oregon City is not beneficial to the growth and
economy of the city. The cultivation, processing and sales of marijuana creates jobs in the areas where it is properly
and legally regulated. Further, the sales of marijuana in the downtown will promote pedestrian traffic in the downtown
of Oregon City. With the sales of marijuana in such close proximity to Oregon City, and the legalization of marijuana in
Oregon, cities that continue prohibition of the product only stand to lose the economic benefit that the legalization of
the crop permits.

3/30/2016 10:01 AM

49 Although marijuana is regarded as a drug to mellow people there are side effects, one of them paranoia. By
considering sales, growing or processing of 'pot' in our city you are inviting more crime. Perhaps 'pot' does mellow
people out while they are using it. What about the time when folks aren't 'high'. I have a relative who has been a pot
head for years. When they are high they are mellow.....when they are not smoking they are frighteningly vicious and
paranoid. You are inviting an increase of this type of person into our city limits and that is not a good idea.

3/30/2016 9:23 AM

50 I don't think banning edibles or concentrates is a reasonable idea. I think that regulation to help prevent sales to and
access to minor is important, but this does not require a ban on popular products.

3/30/2016 8:28 AM

51 Let's keep it out of our city. Do you think west linn is even considering this. ? It's not good for adults because the kids
get it .

3/30/2016 8:21 AM

52 We have enough problems without adding another one to the mix!!! 3/30/2016 8:06 AM

53 Do not allow marijuana businesses or growers in OC. 3/30/2016 7:42 AM

54 It should be strictly regulated. I saw a man walking in the store with a lady with one of the hand held type smoking
thing. Really, smoking dope on the way into the grocery store. Get ready - more losers loose on the street. That's like
walking into the store drinking alcohol.

3/30/2016 7:13 AM

55 should not be allowed should not be allowed should not be allowed 3/30/2016 7:00 AM

56 There will be plenty of weed available for anyone who wants it without Oregon City hopping on the bandwagon. Keep
our city free of this crap.

3/30/2016 6:54 AM

57 Let people go to Portland to get it. Keep Oregon City free of it. 3/30/2016 4:22 AM

58 I like the current ban. There are plenty of places nearby that people can go to obtain marijuana. Allowing it in Oregon
City is just going to increase crime rates over time. I suspect the city is interested because they want to get tax income
- I think it would be a bad idea.

3/30/2016 1:13 AM

59 It is exactly the same as the cultivation of tobacco. Its danger is equivalent (in fact, less -the danger the population so
often references is actually racist propaganda from the 1800s).

3/29/2016 11:15 PM

60 We might as well control where and how marijuana is grown and processed ! 3/29/2016 11:02 PM

61 Please don't let it come to Oregon City, it will only bring heartache. 3/29/2016 10:04 PM

62 Please think through all the ramifications of allowing marijuana in Oregon City. 3/29/2016 8:25 PM

63 It's a disgusting habit, that is extremely unhealthy. I do not support this product in, or near the Oregon City area. 3/29/2016 8:09 PM

64 Any new sign regulations regarding marijuana retailers? Maybe the existing sign rules would cover this, but many
places in other towns have very large signage. Obviously trying to be eye-catching and lure customers in. I think
understated is best, not huge billboard size signs. People will still find it. And as long as there are not too many
licenses there shouldn't be such fierce competition that large signs are needed.

3/29/2016 6:47 PM

65 I am not in favor of selling, growing, processing or using it. 3/29/2016 6:37 PM

66 There is no rationale for treating it any different than any liquor store, brewery, or place where alcohol is sold. 3/29/2016 5:37 PM

67 Do not allow in city limits. 3/29/2016 4:34 PM

68 Cannabis is legal, like it or not. OC can take advantage of this reality or spend funds and energy fighting that reality.
Make it easy to be legal and consider tourism and industry advantages of taking a pro-active positive approach to
cannabis rather than losing out on benefits and control altogether.

3/29/2016 4:31 PM

69 Marijuana is not going anywhere so, planning for it is the way to go. Make sure the police can test for it if they pull
someone over. Make sure marijuana is sold, processed, and grown away for our children.

3/29/2016 3:34 PM

70 Marijuana is medicine... It saved my child when she had cancer. Banning the industry is restricting safe access to
families like my own.

3/29/2016 3:10 PM

71 Tax it and make in unprofitable until it goes away... take booze with it 3/29/2016 3:04 PM

72 Marijuana as well as alcohol should be banned 3/29/2016 2:57 PM
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73 I would just like to see some regulation on the types of signs that dispensaries are allowed to put up. Looking at other
cities there are basic dispensary signs that work fine and do not create a big attraction for children.

3/29/2016 2:45 PM

74 I am all for having it in OC I just don't want the despencerys around schools 3/29/2016 2:42 PM

75 Please do as much as possible to minimize the exposure to anyone under age of 21. Including advertising and
billboards.

3/29/2016 2:11 PM

76 Again, allowing commercial marijuana activity in Oregon City is not a good idea. We need to hold a higher standard for
our community, keep our kids safe from the unintended side effects of 'normalizing' marijuana use. Also, we are
already having to ask the questions about how our police will enforce for use in public view, and traffic safety (just last
week I saw a car full of kids smoking pot as they drove down Main Street).

3/29/2016 2:10 PM

77 This is a legitimate business that is closely monitored by OLCC. The owners and employees of these shops are
scrutinized and checked over thoroughly. These places pay very high taxes and have to jump through more hoops
than any other business so they should not be shunned or slandered.

3/29/2016 2:05 PM

78 Available in other local communities. Might as well get tax's to benefit Oregon City. 3/29/2016 1:58 PM

79 There needs to be a prevention effort put in place as soon as possible. The city needs to be well informed of the
expectations and rules around the legalization of marijuana and how to relay this information to our youth so they
better understand that this substance is harmful to them.

3/29/2016 1:56 PM

80 don't allow 3/29/2016 1:53 PM

81 Oregon City needs to put a high tax on it. If sold, grown or processed within the Oregon City limits need to have a
30+% sales tax. The funding then goes into school for the DARE program or something similar.

3/29/2016 1:52 PM

82 treat it the same as alcohol 3/29/2016 1:49 PM

83 There's no way to regulate that will allow for safe and successful environment for our youth. It will also put too much
burden on law enforcement

3/29/2016 1:49 PM

84 It should be regulated outside of the city limits. 3/29/2016 1:48 PM

85 The regulation should be the same as alcohol. 3/29/2016 1:46 PM

86 there are SO many other alternatives to marijuana. Truly. I just disagree with it's use altogether. We need to tighten
the reigns on this out of control train.

3/29/2016 1:46 PM

87 Since this is now legal in some states the government needs to regulate this and tax it like they do cigarettes .. this is a
good way for the cities to tax

3/29/2016 1:39 PM

88 Oregon City should consider the findings of the recently published study in the journal Clinical Psychological Science
regarding the downward mobility of adults who frequently smoke marijuana. Those habitual users are more
downwardly mobile than their parents, as well as experiencing more financial (debt and food insecurity), social, and
personal problems. A link to an Oregonian article can be found here:
http://www.oregonlive.com/marijuana/index.ssf/2016/03/study_regular_long-term_mariju.html

3/29/2016 1:36 PM

89 We all know this is temporary per Federal guidelines. The county has great rules to look after its citizens and if
followed is a great way to proceed until the next level is reached. Thank you all so much for your diligence and efforts.

3/29/2016 1:25 PM

90 I wish the voters had opted to decriminalize limited personal use (self grown) and not allowed commercial sales. It will
be interesting to see how these businesses are able to do banking and file taxes on a Federally prohibited product.

3/29/2016 12:00 PM

91 I would prefer that all marijuana operations stay outside the city of Oregon City. I think it will attract a clientele that is
opposite of what this city has been trying to acheive over the last 5 years.

3/29/2016 11:28 AM

92 It should NOT be allowed 3/29/2016 11:05 AM

93 Please keep this out of our city!!! 3/29/2016 10:53 AM

94 I don't mind if adults choose to use marijuana but I believe advertising and proximity to youth should be minimized. No
billboards or neon signs. just casual business in safe locations. Security is important. Many marijauna growers and
retailers are cash businesses due to federal banking laws. Watch High Profits on netflix. The regulator's need to do
their homework.

3/29/2016 10:35 AM

95 Cannabis should not be regulated. 3/28/2016 9:10 AM

96 I'm glad it's legal, but I wish our culture were moving away from its use. 3/27/2016 7:53 AM
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97 I think rhe legalizing of Marijuana in Oregon is a joke. Federal law says it's wrong. I think we showed follow Federal
laws. We will continue to see the younger generation getting addicted and wanting stronger drugs. Why stop at pot if I
can feel better with stronger stuff. We need to focus on building more schools, educating our kids better and tgis
slippery slope of Marijuana is going to lead to more crimes and bunch of stone heads. Please....do not corrupt our little
town and joining this bad parade. Only ones who benefit are drug users and politicians.

3/25/2016 4:07 PM

98 It is becoming very hard for hard working, God loving families to raise their children without exposure to the kinds of
people most frequently associates with dispensaries. Please keep this out of our city.

3/25/2016 10:23 AM

99 It is here, it is a fact of life, we may as well regulate it and get some tax dollars from it. Considering the number of
bars, breweries and places to purchase tobacco we already have, banning marijuana is kind of hypocritical.

3/25/2016 10:17 AM

100 More about this survey.... generally a broad spectrum multiple choice survey with optional text will yield more
quantifiable data. I don't expect this survey is going to provide much in the way consistent responses.

3/25/2016 7:29 AM

101 I would hope to see fair regulations that kept dispensaries, medical patients and non users satisfied. 3/24/2016 10:37 PM

102 I support both medical and recreational use. 3/24/2016 9:19 PM

103 Let's not get carried away with residual 'reefer-madness' BS. It's a product like any other. Doesn't need to be treated
any different to, say, a brewery or even a gun-shop.

3/24/2016 8:09 PM

104 I don't want marijuana to be sold or grown anywhere in Oregon city! 3/24/2016 7:52 PM

105 DO NOT ALLOW IT IN OUR CITY EVER!!!! 3/24/2016 7:26 PM

106 The sale, processing, manufacturing, growing of marijuana or marijuana products should NOT be allowed in city
limits.

3/24/2016 7:15 PM

107 I think it's a joke. It wasn't very well thought out other than the rule requiring the "dispensaries" to be 1,000 ft apart.
We don't need 100 liquor stores and we don't need 100 dispensaries in this city.

3/24/2016 7:09 PM

108 Ive been really proud of OC not having strip clubs and pot despenceries. I'd love to keep it that way. As a business
owner with multiple properties I'd have to consider my options if I had to be in the same neighborhood.

3/24/2016 5:17 PM

109 Please don't allow it for the sake of our community and our children 3/24/2016 5:17 PM

110 I think the smoking, drinking and pot age all should be 21 or older. 3/24/2016 4:48 PM

111 Why is the Legal sale of Marijuana an issue in Oregon city? 3/24/2016 4:35 PM

112 While I wish it was still illegal, it is not. I'd hope more police are being trained to look for signs of "high drivers" during
traffic stops

3/24/2016 4:30 PM

113 I don't understand how this is even up for debate. What makes Oregon City so special it doesn't have to comply with
state law? Get with the program. Look at the benefits and stop letting people with unverified concerns speak over and
impede on what the state law is.

3/24/2016 4:26 PM

114 Please allow marijuana in our city, it will bring us so much tax income and even tourist dollars! 3/24/2016 4:19 PM

115 Do not allow it until the State has everything (re: laws) figured out, as of right now I believe that there are more
regulations that need to be worked out.

3/24/2016 1:59 PM

116 I don't think it should be allowed in this city. There needs to be one city without the smell, green signs, etc. If people
really want it, they can drive a few miles to another city to get it.

3/24/2016 8:44 AM

117 If there is any way to keep marijuana processing and sales out of this city, please do it. There is no positive aspect for
our children.

3/24/2016 5:56 AM

118 Do all you can to tax the sale, growing, and processing of marijuana. If possible tax each stage of the process. 3/23/2016 5:20 PM

119 The state restrictions on location distance from schools in insufficient. Many students walk up to a mile from schools.
There are illegal sales of liquor and tobacco materials to youth in this city. There will be illegal sales of marijuana as
well. The City should do everything to make sales difficult.

3/23/2016 5:08 PM

120 It should be treated like and other crop- farms are not allowed in residential neighborhoods. Scale and security should
be considered.

3/23/2016 5:01 PM

121 All manufacture/processing needs to be away from residential neighborhoods. 3/18/2016 9:46 AM

122 OC should do this. 3/14/2016 12:53 PM

123 Don't sell it in Oregon City. Portland is close enough. 3/14/2016 11:38 AM
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124 Drugs in general is the biggest problem to all society. It is a gate way drug. Everyone I have known in my 62 years of
my life had noting good happen by using pot. For the young it can cause permanent brain damage.

3/11/2016 5:38 PM

125 As a person in her sixties who's been around the block, the whole thing makes me sad. There is continuing research
showing the personal habits and indifferent attitudes that are formed by young people who often smoke marijuana are
not constructive and very difficult to change. We need more real, meaningful jobs for young people that pay a living
wage and provide opportunities for advancement....a lot more than we need them wasting their time smoking
marijuana (among other things).

3/11/2016 3:54 PM

126 It is the worst idea I've heard all year. 3/11/2016 3:04 PM

127 Just say NO! 3/9/2016 9:41 AM
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